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1. **About This Release**

The release described in this document includes firmware, OS drivers, tools, and host management software for the SmartRAID 3200 and SmartHBA 2200 solutions from Microchip.

1.1 **Release Identification**

The firmware, software, and driver versions for this release are shown in the following table.

**Table 1-1. Release Summary**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Solutions release</td>
<td>3.2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Package release date</td>
<td>July 20, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firmware version</td>
<td>3.01.14.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UEFI/Legacy BIOS</td>
<td>2.2.4/2.2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Driver versions</td>
<td>Windows Drivers:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Windows 2022, 2019, 2016, Windows 11, 10: 1010.42.0.1020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Linux SmartPQI:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• RHEL 7/8/9: 2.1.18-045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• SLES 12/15: 2.1.18-045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Ubuntu 18/20/21/22: 2.1.18-045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Oracle Linux 7/8: 2.1.18-045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Citrix Xenserver 8: 2.1.18-045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Debian 10/11: 2.1.18-045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• CentOS 7/8: 2.1.18-045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VMware:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• VMware ESX 7: 4330.0.116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FreeBSD/Solaris:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• FreeBSD 12/13: 4280.0.1007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Solaris: 11: 11.4120.0.1005</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1-2. Firmware Files**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ARCCONF/maxView</td>
<td>B25335</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLDM</td>
<td>6.10.14.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1.2 **Files Included in this Release**

This section details the files included in this release.

**Table 1-2. Firmware Files**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SmartFWx200.bin</td>
<td>Production-signed programmable NOR Flash File. Use to program NOR Flash for boards that are already running firmware.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1-3. Firmware Programming Tools

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tool</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Executable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ARCCONF</td>
<td>ARCCONF CLI Utility</td>
<td>ARCCONF BXXXXX.zip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maxView</td>
<td>maxView Utility</td>
<td>MAXVIEW XXX BXXXXX.zip</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Driver Files

Table 1-4. Windows Drivers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OS</th>
<th>Version</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Server 2022, 2019, 2016, Windows 11, 10</td>
<td>x64</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1-5. Linux Drivers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OS</th>
<th>Version</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RHEL 9.0¹, 8.6¹, 8.5, 8.4, 7.9, 7.8</td>
<td>x64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CentOS 8.4, 8.3, 8.0 ,7.9 ,7.8</td>
<td>x64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLES 12 SP5, SP4</td>
<td>x64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLES 15 SP4¹, SP3, SP2</td>
<td>x64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ubuntu 20.04.4, 20.04.3, 20.04, 18.04.5, 18.04.4</td>
<td>x64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ubuntu 22.04, 21.04</td>
<td>x64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oracle Linux 7.9 UEK6U3</td>
<td>x64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oracle Linux 8.5, 8.4 UEK6U3</td>
<td>x64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debian 11.1, 10.10</td>
<td>x64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fedora 35 (inbox)</td>
<td>x64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XenServer 8.2</td>
<td>x64</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:**
1. New OS support—minimally tested drivers in this release. Fully supported drivers are expected in the next release.

Table 1-6. FreeBSD, Solaris, and VMware Drivers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OS</th>
<th>Version</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ESX7.0 U3/U2</td>
<td>x64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FreeBSD 13, 12.3</td>
<td>x64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solaris 11.4</td>
<td>x64</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Host Management Software
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>OS</th>
<th>Executable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ARCCONF Command Line Utility</td>
<td>Windows x64</td>
<td>See the arcconf_B#####.zip for the installation executables for the relevant OS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Linux x64</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VMware 6.5 and above</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>XenServer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UEFI support</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maxView Storage Manager</td>
<td>Windows x64</td>
<td>See the maxview_linux_B#####.zip, maxview_win_B#####.zip, and the maxview_vmware_B#####.zip for the installation executables.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Linux x64</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VMware 6.5 and above</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>XenServer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UEFI support</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maxView vSphere Plugin</td>
<td>VMware 6.5 and above</td>
<td>See the maxview_vmware_B#####.zip for the installation executables.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boot USB (offline or pre-boot) for ARCCONF and maxView Storage Manager</td>
<td>Linux x64</td>
<td>See the maxview_offline_bootusb_B#####.zip for the .iso file.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2. **What's New?**
This section shows what's new in this release.

2.1 **Fixes and Enhancements**
This section shows the fixes and enhancements for this release.

2.1.1 **Firmware Fixes**
This section shows the firmware fixes and enhancements for this release.

2.1.1.1 **Fixes and Enhancements for Firmware Release 3.01.14.62**
This release provides the following fixes and enhancements.

- Added Passive SED support.
- Added support for logical drive transformation without supercap.
- Added ability to coalesce multiple streams of sequential I/O to a single RAID logical drive.
- Added support for multi-actuator drives.
- Added support to send SCSI timestamp to drives to sync host system time (RTC).
- Updated maximum power required for controllers so that the device can operate in PCIe 25W slots.
- Added SPDM Protocol for Attestation and Authentication Credentials.
- Added display ASIC minor version.
- Fixed a performance issue with a RAID 5 logical drive writing sequential I/Os that resulted in I/Os taking a long time and LUN resets.
  - **Root cause:** Commands were getting stuck in queue waiting too long.
  - **Fix:** Added time check to avoid commands waiting too long.
  - **Risk:** Medium
- Fixed an issue sending a PLDM event when controller password is entered and no encrypted logical drives are present.
  - **Root cause:** Firmware was assuming an encrypted logical drive was available to send an event when the controller password is entered.
  - **Fix:** Send an event even if no encrypted logical drive is present.
  - **Risk:** Low
- Improved IO performance by speeding up internal manufacturing data command.
  - **Root cause:** A request to get manufacturing data was taking a long time.
  - **Fix:** Cache the data needed for this command so that it can be returned quicker.
  - **Risk:** Low
- Fixed an issue where logical drives may be incorrectly failed after a rebuild.
  - **Root cause:** An array consisting of multiple logical drives and multiple spare drives will undergo a rebuild when one of the physical drives has failed. Each logical drive is sequentially rebuilt using a spare drive. If some of the logical drives have completed the rebuild and a second physical drive fails, then firmware incorrectly reports the previously rebuilt logical drives as failed instead of degraded and the logical drive that is currently being rebuilt is correctly marked as failed. The firmware incorrectly failed the previously rebuilt logical drives because it removed the spare drives and the failed drive from those logical drives.
  - **Fix:** Firmware keeps the spare drives as part of the rebuilt logical drives so they will correctly report a degraded state.
  - **Risk:** High
- Fixed an issue with two UBM backplanes connected to one connector and one UBM backplane incorrectly identified itself as not on a bifurcated cable.
  - **Root cause:** The logic for each connector was trying to take ownership of the drives, which resulted in controller locking up since drives should only be owned by one box.
  - **Fix:** Do not discover drives on second connector if drives have already been marked.
– **Risk**: Low

**Fixed an issue where Real Time Clock (RTC) timestamp was not being sent to SES-based storage enclosure SEPs attached to internal connectors of the enclosure.**

– **Root cause**: Firmware was only sending the RTC timestamp to SEPs that were connected to external connectors of the controller.

– **Fix**: Removed check for externally connected enclosure so timestamp now gets sent to all SEPs.

– **Risk**: Low

**Fixed a potential UBM backplane flash issue where image start index is not aligned with the start sector.**

– **Root cause**: Controller was not calculating start index, and assumed the start index aligns with the start sector.

– **Fix**: Calculate the start index correctly.

– **Risk**: Low

**Fixed an issue where encrypted data is not accessible for a RAID 50/60 logical drive when it was failed and healed using “Heal Array”.**

– **Root cause**: During the "Heal Array" operation on a failed encrypted logical drive, firmware will create a new Data Encryption Key (DEK) for the healed encrypted logical drive. This causes the data to be inaccessible because the new DEK is different from the original DEK used to encrypt the data for those physical drives.

– **Fix**: During a "Heal Array” operation, firmware will keep the previously used DEK so the data will be accessible.

– **Risk**: Low

**Fixed an issue where hang detection detects a hang while an IO is in the error task being spunup.**

– **Root cause**: A drive is being spun up in error task. That can take a long time.

– **Fix**: Hang timer starts when a drive starts to be spun up. This timer was incrementing with no resets while all steps are performed. Fix was to restart this hang timer it moves to next step.

– **Risk**: Low

**Fixed an issue where the drive slot number shown for a failed drive is wrong.**

– **Root cause**: If the SES enclosure has a valid additional status page, then the bay number for each drive in the enclosure is used by the firmware from the additional status page information. If the drive has an invalid SAS address in the additional status page, the bay number is assigned from the expander drive slot number by the firmware. When the firmware is traversing through physical drives to validate the additional status page, the validation flag is overwritten with the latest drive's additional status page validity status. This overwriting resulted in firmware not updating the bay number if the drive had an invalid SAS address in the additional status page.

– **Fix**: Stop overwriting the validation flag of the drive's additional status page when any drive in the list has an invalid status.

– **Risk**: Low

**Fixed an issue that when the backup power source is removed, cache status shows "temporary disabled."**

– **Root cause**: After completing the boot time cache flush, cache module cleanup has never been performed as an internal flag is not clear.

– **Fix**: Cleanup cache module when power-up flush is completed.

– **Risk**: Low

**Fixed continuous Predictive Failure LED blinking during an ongoing Predictive Spare Rebuild.**

– **Root cause**: When the drive is hot removed the update_led function is only called for the drive which was hot removed.

– **Fix**: Update LED behavior for all drives when the drive is hot removed. This ensures the Predictive Failure LED is turned off during a rebuild operation.

– **Risk**: Low

**Fixed an issue where an unconfigured drive still reports as StandbyOffline.**

– **Root cause**: After a Clear Controller Configuration was completed the PLDM event callback was not invoked.

– **Fix**: After Clear Controller Configuration completes, make call to wake up the PLDM task thread.

– **Risk**: Low
• Fixed an issue where the encrypted single drive RAID 0 logical drive was reported with state NEED_CRYPTO_KEY after system reboot.
  – Root cause: When the physical drive was replaced and the encrypted single drive RAID 0 logical drive was re-enabled, the key that is used to encrypt the data was not written back to the logical drive media. The key was used from within the controller’s internal memory. When the system was rebooted, the key is no longer in the controller memory and the key is not on the logical drive either, so it is not present in the current system.
  – Fix: Write the key back to the media of all physical drives contained in the logical drive when the logical drive is re-enabled.
  – Risk: Low

• Fixed long SATA SSD TRIM causing hang.
  – Root cause: While creating a logical drive with SATA SSDs, if an Over-Provisioning Optimization (OPO) operation is performed on SSDs, no host IOs are allowed to complete. This makes firmware assume there is a hang and firmware may trigger a lockup.
  – Fix: Resolved the lockup by considering OPO operations as normal I/O. Also, to speed up the OPO operation for SATA SSDs, increase the number of bytes being trimmed per operation to 512 MiB, which has been observed to reduced the OPO operation time to 22 seconds per terabyte.
  – Risk: Medium

• Fixed an IO freeze timeout after drive removal.
  – Root cause: IO freeze was performed when drive was removed. The routine that needed to handle drive fail functionality was then suspended because of IO freeze. This same routine should have handled IO unfreeze but did not since it was suspended waiting to fail the drive. This deadlock situation caused an IO freeze timeout.
  – Fix: Prevent the routine from saving RAID metadata since that causes it to get suspended.
  – Risk: Low

• Fixed an issue where firmware continuously retries a command to the SEP device that was completed with the TASK SET FULL status.
  – Root cause: Firmware retries indefinitely on any command to the SEP device that was completed with TASK SET FULL status and the request's retry count was still greater than 1.
  – Fix: Firmware decreases the request's retry count for all the retry commands to the SEP device regardless of the SCSI error status.
  – Risk: Low

• Fixed an issue where the Predictive Fail (PF) LED did not blink during predictive spare rebuild.
  – Root cause: When rebuild started, only a call to blink the target rebuilding drive was called.
  – Fix: When rebuild starts, blink all drive LED states instead of just rebuilding the drive. PF LED will only blink if volume is fault tolerant.
  – Risk: Low

• Fixed an issue to set controller PHY rate to 12G during hot-plug of an expander with IO running.
  – Root cause: While running heavy IO to SATA drives behind an expander, bringing down PHYs and re-enabling resulted in PHYs not being set to 12G. This was a result of IOs timing out, which resulted in the controller phy rate not to be set to 12G.
  – Fix: Ensure the controller PHY rate is set to 12G even if the IO times out.
  – Risk: Low

• Fixed an issue where the product ID of an enclosure was not showing correctly.
  – Root cause: Product IDs that had a space in the middle of the string were being truncated.
  – Fix: Corrected code to ensure that any characters after the space are displayed.
  – Risk: Low

• Fixed an issue with a UBM backplane where not all drives were discovered.
  – Root cause: The backplane supported 10 DFC connectors but the firmware assumed no more than eight.
  – Fix: Increased the maximum DFC connectors to 15.
  – Risk: Low

• Fixed an issue where random sense data could be returned when the target is a host or logical drive.
2.1.2 UEFI/Legacy BIOS Fixes

This section shows the UEFI/Legacy BIOS fixes and enhancements for this release.

2.1.2.1 Fixes and Enhancements for UEFI Build 2.2.4/Legacy BIOS Build 2.2.2

This release provides the following fixes and enhancements.

- Added a new HII menu that will attempt to re-enable a previously failed logical drive whose physical drives are back online later.
- Driver health error codes are consolidated from 0x17xx and 0x18xx series to a 0x19xx series.
- Added an Unlock Controller option in the HII menu when controller password is set for controller-based encryption (CBE).
- Fixed an issue where the controller could lock up during transition from preboot to OS.
  - Root cause: The UEFI driver sends I/O command to the controller without using a timeout value. During the transition from preboot to an OS, if an I/O command is still pending and the UEFI driver triggers a command interface change, the controller encounters a lockup.
  - Fix: Timeout value added for I/O commands.
  - Risk: Low
- Fixed an issue where there was an incorrect location representation for non-disk devices such as SES and expander devices.
  - Root cause: Location represented as port:box:bay for non-disk devices. Bay number is not applicable for non-disk devices.
  - Fix: Location for non-disk devices updated to only show port:box format.
  - Risk: Low

2.1.3 Driver Fixes

This section shows the driver fixes and enhancements for this release.

2.1.3.1 Windows Driver Fixes

This section shows the Windows driver fixes and enhancements for this release.

2.1.3.1.1 Fixes and Enhancements for Windows Driver Build 1010.42.0.1020

This release provides the following fixes and enhancements.

- Added support for Multi-Actuator drives.
- Added driver internal ring buffer logging that allows the driver to log important messages to a driver allocated ring buffer memory.
- Fixed an issue where driver accesses Command Descriptor Block's (CDB) NULL pointer and BSOD occurs.
  - Root cause: The SmartPQI driver parses the SRB with CDB length = 0 and sets the CDB pointer to NULL. When the driver accesses the NULL CDB pointer an invalid memory access occurs.
  - Fix: The build SCSI request in the driver's SRB routine will return invalid command status when the CDB pointer is NULL.
  - Risk: Low
- Fixed an issue where driver might fail to load intermittently after a dirty system shutdown.
  - Root cause: There are two problems that can occur after a dirty system shutdown.
    - The first is that the driver can get confused about which mode the controller is in and request an unnecessary soft reset.
    - The second problem is that after requesting the unnecessary soft reset, the driver can access controller registers prematurely before the controller has completed the soft reset. This can result in the driver misinterpreting the state of the controller firmware.
2.1.3.2 Linux Driver Fixes
This section shows the Linux driver fixes and enhancements for this release.

2.1.3.2.1 Fixes and Enhancements for Linux Driver Build 2.1.18-045
This release includes the following fixes and enhancements.

- **Added support for Multi-Actuator disk drives.**
- **Added support for displaying controller firmware version in the OS message log.** The controller firmware version is printed to OS message log during driver initialization.
- **Added support for a controller ready timeout module parameter (ctrl_ready_timeout).** The valid range is 0 or 30–1800 seconds. The default value is 0, which causes the driver to use a timeout of 180 seconds (3 minutes).
- **Added support for deleting a LUN via sysfs using the following syntax:**
  ```bash
  echo 1 > /sys/block/sdX/device/delete
  ```
- **Added module parameter to disable managed interrupts (disable_managed_interrupts=1).**
- **Fixed a race condition where the driver can access the RAID map when using IOBypass during a RAID configuration change.**
  - **Root cause:** A race condition in the driver might cause it to access a stale RAID map when a logical drive is reconfigured.
  - **Fix:** Modified the driver logic to
    - Invalidate a RAID map at an early stage when a RAID configuration change is detected
    - Switch to a new RAID map only after the driver detects that the RAID map has changed
  - **Risk:** Low
- **Fixed an issue where the sg_map tool issues SCSI READ BLOCK LIMITS (0x5) command and the firmware never completes it, causing a system call trace and sg_map hang.**
  - **Root cause:** Driver is sending an incorrect data direction flag for the RAID path request.
  - **Fix:** Corrected the data direction flag for the RAID path request.
  - **Risk:** Low
- **Fixed an issue where PQI Reset might fail with an error “− 6” if firmware takes more than 100 ms to complete Reset.**
  - **Root cause:** Method used by the driver to detect controller firmware crash during PQI Reset was incorrect in some cases.
  - **Fix:** Changed method used by the driver to detect controller firmware crash during PQI Reset.
  - **Risk:** Low

2.1.3.3 VMware Driver Fixes
This section shows the VMware driver fixes and enhancements for this release.

2.1.3.3.1 Fixes and Enhancements for VMware Driver Build 4330.0.116
This release provides the following fixes and enhancements.

- **Added support for Multi-Actuator disk drives.**
- Added support for multiple tag table to improve performance by optimizing tag and requesting structure allocation.
- Added support for `ScsiAdapterCheckTarget` which performs a device lookup and returns true only when specified adapter/channel/target exists and is exposed as a SCSI device.
- Added a module parameter `CtrlReadyTimeoutSecs` for controller ready timeout. The valid range is 30–1800 seconds. The default value is 120 seconds.
- Fixed an issue where the `SCSI READ BLOCK LIMITS (0x5)` command is never completed by firmware and a TMF ABORT is issued in ESXi.
  - **Root cause:** Driver is sending an incorrect data direction flag for the RAID path request.
  - **Fix:** Corrected the data direction flag for the RAID path request.
  - **Risk:** Low
- Fixed an issue where during driver initialization a warning message appears about the DMA alignment setting, instead of an informational message.
  - **Root cause:** Improper flag on the message.
  - **Fix:** Change message level WARN to INFO.
  - **Risk:** Low
- Fixed an issue where `PSOD` is observed during driver load.
  - **Root cause:** Driver was creating a greater number of completion worlds than allowed, which resulted in a SCSI layer deadlock.
  - **Fix:** Set the SCSI completion world to the maximum supported value.
  - **Risk:** Medium
- Fixed an issue with cards that are running on older firmware where firmware features previously were potentially disabled due to incorrect placement in the firmware features table.
  - **Root cause:** Firmware feature parsing logic on the driver's side was incorrectly skipping some features that must have been enabled regardless of firmware's maximum known features. Firmware does not have the maximum known feature bit set, and the code stops evaluating the feature list when it finds this issue.
  - **Fix:** Lean on already implemented method of traversing valid feature entries using the num_elements field in the PQI firmware feature table, and reject support for any bit positions outside the valid bytes indicated by firmware.
  - **Risk:** Low
- Fixed an issue where the driver reports an error when the unsupported `SCSI Maintenance IN (0xA3)` command with service action "report supported opcode" (0xC) is sent to the logical drive.
  - **Root cause:** Firmware does not support command 0xA3 with service action 0xC and it returns an error to the driver.
  - **Fix:** Suppress error logs reported for `SCSI Maintenance IN (0xA3)` with service action 0xC.
  - **Risk:** Low

### 2.1.3.4 FreeBSD/Solaris Driver Fixes

This section shows the FreeBSD/Solaris driver fixes and enhancements for this release.

#### 2.1.3.4.1 Fixes and Enhancements for FreeBSD Driver Build 4280.0.1007

This release includes the following fixes and enhancements.

- Fixed an issue where logical drives created on the hard disk drives were not listed with the "geom disk list" command.
  - **Root cause:** The bus_dmamap_sync operation which is performed before device access was being handled incorrectly.
  - **Fix:** Handle the bus_dmamap_sync operation correctly.
  - **Risk:** Low
- Fixed an issue of the expanded capacity of a logical drive not reflecting in the OS after modifying the size using Arcconf.
  - **Root cause:** Current FreeBSD code detects a capacity expansion by checking the logical drive status. Firmware may cycle through the logical drive states (OK, NEEDS_EXPAND, EXPANDING, OK) faster than the driver can send commands to check for the logical drive state changes. This results in the driver seeing the logical drive as OK and failing to detect the logical drive expansion.
- Fix: Driver detects the event type PQI_EVENT_TYPE_LOGICALDEVICE (0x5) due to logical drive expansion and sets the rescan flag. Later, it triggers reprobe of all logical drives that includes sending SCSI READ CAPACITY command and updating the size that is visible to the OS.
  - Risk: Low
- Fixed an issue where OS commands are getting hung after executing on logical drives that are created using SSD.
  - Root cause: Driver was not properly handling the data direction flag for IOBypass.
  - Fix: Corrected the data direction flag for IOBypass request.
  - Risk: Low
- Fixed an issue where the SCSI READ BLOCK LIMITS (0x5) command is never completed by firmware and a TMF ABORT is observed.
  - Root cause: Driver is sending an incorrect data direction flag for the RAID path request.
  - Fix: Corrected the data direction flag for the RAID path request.
  - Risk: Low

2.1.3.4.2 Fixes and Enhancements for Solaris Driver Build 11.4120.0.1005
There are no fixes and enhancements for this version.

2.1.4 Management Software Fixes
This section shows the management software fixes and enhancements for this release.

2.1.4.1 maxView Storage Manager/ARCCONF Fixes
This section shows the maxView Storage Manager/ARCCONF fixes and enhancements for this release.

2.1.4.1.1 Fixes and Enhancements for maxView Storage Manager/ARCCONF Build 25335
This release provides the following fixes and enhancements:
- Removed the Log4J library usage completely from maxView.
  - Note: Microchip strongly recommends users of maxView update to the latest version of the tool to avoid the security vulnerabilities with the previous releases.
- Added TASK and GETSTATUS commands support in UEFI ARCCONF.
- Added ASIC minor version display in maxView and ARCCONF.
- Added support in maxView and ARCCONF to sort the controllers based on the bus number, if the slot ID is not valid.
- Fixed an issue where maxView create logical drive selection check box was invisible in older version of the Edge browsers.
  - Root cause: maxView create logical drive selection table had alignment issues in older version of the Edge browser when the column width was specified in percentage.
  - Fix: The column width of the table is changed to pixel instead of percentage to resolve the alignment issue in the older edge browser.
  - Risk: Low
- Fixed an issue where maxView was failing to modify the maxCache logical device’s cache policy to write-through in ESXi 7.xx.
  - Root cause: ESXi Redfish server had issues in accepting the HTTP PATCH request from maxView.
  - Fix: Updated the maxView HTTP PATCH request call to comply with ESXi redfish server.
  - Risk: Low
- Fixed an issue where ARCCONF was not displaying the controller PHY error log information.
  - Root cause: PHY error log was disabled in ARCCONF.
  - Fix: Added changes to enable the PHY error log from ARCCONF.
  - Risk: Low
- Fixed an issue where ARCCONF results in segmentation Fault when collecting the support archive.
  - Root cause: ARCCONF resulted in segmentation Fault when retrieving invalid vendor specific diagnostic page from the drive.
  - Fix: Added changes in ARCCONF to skip reading the invalid vendor specific diagnostic page.
  - Risk: Low
• Fixed an issue where ARCCONF was not displaying the updated expander firmware version after upgrading the expander firmware.
  – Root cause: The controller is returning the older expander firmware version instead of recently updated expander firmware version until the next controller power cycle.
  – Fix: Added changes in ARCCONF to send the SCSI inquiry command to the expander for retrieving the updated expander firmware version.
  – Risk: Low
• Fixed an issue of I2C devices not being detected when “SMBUSCHANNEL” is set to “ENABLE”.
  – Root cause: ARCCONF disabled the SMBUSCHANNEL when user enabled it.
  – Fix: Added changes in ARCCONF to set the correct user input value for SMBUSCHANNEL.
  – Risk: Low
• Fixed an issue where ARCCONF fails to set ATAPASSWORD for a SATA device.
  – Root cause: ARCCONF ATAPASSWORD command was disabled.
  – Fix: Added changes in ARCCONF to enable the ATAPASSWORD command.
  – Risk: Low
• Fixed an issue where ARCCONF did not allow changing the write cache setting to write-through for RAID 5 maxCache logical device.
  – Root cause: Write-through setting for maxCache write cache setting was aborted due to invalid condition check.
  – Fix: Added changes to remove the invalid condition check and allow write-through setting for maxCache logical device.
  – Risk: Low
• Fixed an issue where in UEFI ARCCONF where remove hot spare command was failing when array ID was specified.
  – Root cause: Parsing of array ID in the UEFI ARCCONF remove hot spare command was not proper.
  – Fix: Added changes to fix the array ID parsing issue.
  – Risk: Low
• Fixed an issue in ARCCONF where an invalid SMART attribute was displayed in the drive SMART STATS.
  – Root cause: ARCCONF was retrieving invalid attributes beyond the SMART attributes range.
  – Fix: Added changes in ARCCONF to block the retrieval of invalid attributes beyond the SMART attributes range.
  – Risk: Low
• Fixed an issue where ARCCONF was not displaying the connector information for the enclosure device.
  – Root cause: Connector ID for the enclosure device was missing.
  – Fix: Added changes to display the connector ID for the enclosure device in ARCCONF.
  – Risk: Low
• Fixed an issue where maxView was displaying invalid supercap alert message for the controller that does not support Supercap.
  – Root cause: Supercap alert message was displayed for the controller that does not support Supercap.
  – Fix: Added changes to display the Supercap alert message only for controllers that has Supercap support.
  – Risk: Low
• Fixed an issue where ARCCONF failed to execute SLOTCONFIG sub-command.
  – Root cause: ARCCONF SLOTCONFIG sub-command was disabled.
  – Fix: Added changes to enable SLOTCONFIG sub-command from ARCCONF.
  – Risk: Low
• Fixed an issue where UEFI ARCCONF was not displaying array information for physical device.
  – Root cause: Array property on the physical device was not implemented in the UEFI ARCCONF.
  – Fix: Added changes to display the array property in GETCONFIG command for the physical device.
  – Risk: Low
• Fixed an issue where ARCCONF was not displaying the negative temperatures for certain drive models.
  – Root cause: ARCCONF failed to decode the negative temperature for the specific drives.
2.1.4.2 PLDM Fixes
This section shows the PLDM fixes and enhancements for this release.

2.1.4.2.1 Fixes and Enhancements for PLDM Release 6.10.14.0
This release provides the following fixes and enhancements.

- Added support for the following Redfish ACTION requests:
  - Drive.#SecureErase
  - Drive.#Reset
  - Storage.#ResetToDefaults
  **Note:** ResetToDefaults does not support a ResetType of ResetAll when encrypted volumes exist on the controller. The user must first either delete or decrypt any encrypted volumes prior to issuing such an ACTION request.

- Added support for Redfish PATCH requests for the following properties:
  - Volume.DisplayName
  - Volume.Links.DedicatedSpareDrives
  - Volume.IOPerfModeEnabled
  - Volume.ReadCachePolicy
  - Volume.WriteCachePolicy
  - Drive.LocationIndicatorActive
  - Drive.WriteCacheEnabled
  - StorageController.ControllerRates.ConsistencyCheckRatePercent
  - StorageController.ControllerRates.RebuildRatePercent
  - StorageController.ControllerRates.TransformationRatePercent

- Added the following Redfish alerts:
  - DriveOffline
  - DriveMissing
  - DriveMissingCleared
  - DriveOfflineCleared
  - VolumeOffline
  - VolumeOfflineCleared
  - BatteryMissing
  - BatteryFailure
  - BatteryCharging
  - BatteryOK
  - ControllerDegraded
  - ControllerFailure
  - ControllerPreviousFailure
  - ControllerPasswordRequired
  - ControllerPasswordEntered

- Added the following property to the Redfish GET response for VolumeCollection resources:
  - VolumeCollection.@Redfish.CollectionCapabilities.MaxMembers

- Added support for firmware updates for physical drives.
- Added a new OperationName value of ‘Reverting’ which is used for Redfish GET responses targeting self-encrypting drives undergoing a revert.
- Added a new EncryptionType of ‘NativeDriveEncryption’ for logical drives which are secured using SED-based encryption.
- When targeting the physical drives temperature numeric sensor, GetSensorReading will now return the temperature of the hottest drive instead of a normalized temperature.
• Certain controller temperature sensor numeric sensors have had their EntityType changed from "I/O Controller" to "Add-in card".
• RDE READ on a Drive resource will now omit the Vendor from Drive.Name property on some controllers.
• The Type 5 commands QueryDownstreamDevices, GetDownstreamFirmwareParameters, and QueryDownstreamIdentifiers will now report information for physical drives.
• The Volume.WriteCachePolicy property in a Redfish GET response for a Volume resource will have a value of ProtectedWriteBack when the controller battery is removed or goes missing.
• Updated all resource schema dictionaries to the latest version available in the 2021.4 schema bundle. The individual dictionary versions are:
  – Annotations: v1.1.1
  – Drive: v1.14.0
  – Event: v1.7.0
  – Port: v1.6.0
  – PortCollection: unversioned
  – RedfishError: v1.0.1
  – Storage: v1.12.0
  – StorageController: v1.5.0
  – StorageControllerCollection: unversioned
  – Volume: v1.6.2
  – VolumeCollection: unversioned
• On controllers that support managed SED encryption:
  – Redfish GET responses for a self-encrypting drive resource will publish the following ‘EncryptionStatus’ values:
    • Unencrypted
    • Locked
    • Unlocked
    • Foreign
  – ‘Drive.Status.State’ for a self-encrypting drive (SED) resource will be set to ‘StandbyOffline’ in the following conditions:
    • SED is Foreign
    • SED is Locked (only for controller owned SEDs)
    • SED is controller owned and controller is waiting on SED adapter password.
  – ‘Encrypted’ property will be set to True on Redfish GET responses for Volume resources which are secured using SED-based encryption.
• Fixed and issue where events would be sent continuously if the host does not respond to PlatformEventMessage.
  – Root cause: In case of an async event receiver, there was no logic to cap the number of retries when an event subscriber never responds to a PlatformEventMessage request.
  – Fix: Added logic to cap the number of retries to 3. After the max limit of retries is reached, no further events will be sent until new events are pushed in or event subscriber resets the event queue.
  – Risk: Medium
• Fixed and issue where Redfish CREATE requests for logical drives fails when using 4Kn drives as the data drives.
  – Root cause: The API which creates a logical drive with 4Kn drives returned an error causing the CREATE operation to fail.
  – Fix: Updated the API to create a logical drive on 4Kn drives correctly.
  – Risk: Low
• Fixed and issue where Storage.Status.HealthRollup would erroneously report a value of Warning instead of OK when a logical drive has an InitializationMethod of Foreground.
  – Root cause: The calculation of the controller’s health rollup considers a logical drive undergoing foreground initialization to have a health value of 'Warning' as it is unavailable to the host OS during that time.
• **Fix**: Revised the calculation of the controller health rollup to publish a value of 'OK' if a child logical drive is queued for or undergoing foreground initialization and no other factors would cause a health status other than 'OK'.
  
  • **Risk**: Low

• **Fixed and issue where the controller firmware update progress is underestimated.**
  
  • **Root cause**: On controllers that require firmware to be flashed twice, the percent complete stalls at 95% after the first flash and doesn’t update until the second flash completes.
  
  • **Fix**: The number of flashes required is now checked when initializing the percent complete increment.
  
  • **Risk**: Low

• **Fixed and issue where StorageController.CacheSummary.Status.State would have a value of Enabled on controllers lacking a cache module.**
  
  • **Root cause**: The mechanism for determining if a cache module was attached was not checking the right fields in the right conditions.
  
  • **Fix**: Changed the code to correctly determine the presence of a cache module and correctly report it. During the investigation of this issue it was also determined that other fields in the cache summary also needed to be changed.
  
  If no cache module is attached, the following fields should be as shown here:
  
  • TotalCacheSizeMiB: 0
  • PersistentCacheSizeMiB: 0
  • Status.Health: OK
  • Status.State: Absent

  If the controller has no cache module but supports RAID modes, the following fields should be as shown here:
  
  • TotalCacheSizeMiB: The total memory size of the controller
  • PersistentCacheSizeMiB: 0
  • Status.Health: Warning
  • Status.State: Disabled

  • **Risk**: Low

• **Fixed and issue where a Port’s ServiceLabel did not contain the parent StorageController’s slot number.**
  
  • **Root cause**: The Port READ response function was duplicating the Port Name property when publishing the ServiceLabel property.
  
  • **Fix**: Revised the ServiceLabel value string to contain both the controller slot number and port name in the format "Slot=x:Port=y".
  
  • **Risk**: Low

• **Fixed and issue where an incorrect completion code is sent for Redfish requests which encounter an error.**
  
  • **Root cause**: RDEOperationInit requests which encounters an error returns ERROR_OPERATION_FAILED. This does not conform to the DMTF PLDM Type 6 spec DSP0218.
  
  • **Fix**: Modified the processing of RDEOperationInit requests to conform to the DMTF PLDM Type 6 spec DSP0218, where any Type 6 operation which encounters an error and responds with extended error info should return ERROR_UNSUPPORTED instead of ERROR_OPERATION_FAILED.
  
  • **Risk**: Low

• **Fixed and issue where an incorrect strip size is applied when creating logical drives resources on 4Kn drives.**
  
  • **Root cause**: The calculation of the strip size in blocks used when creating the logical drive assumed a physical drive block size of 512 bytes.
  
  • **Fix**: Modified the logical drive creation encoder logic to use the actual physical drive block size for the array instead of a hard coded value.
  
  • **Risk**: Low

• **Fixed and issue where the Drive.Identifiers.DurableName value for NVMe drives did not conform to the standards regular expression.**
  
  • **Root cause**: The code to separate DurableName for NVMe drives with a colon was not implemented.
  
  • **Fix**: Modified the DurableName string for NVMe drives to separate each pair of characters with a colon.
  
  • **Risk**: Low
• Fixed an issue where Volume CREATE requests succeeded with malformed data drive @odata.id strings.
  – Root cause: The validation of the @odata.id string did not enforce that the string contained at least one instance of the substring "/Drives/".
  – Fix: Modified the @odata.id string validation to enforce inclusion of the "/Drives/" substring prior to the drive collection index number.
  – Risk: Low

• Fixed an issue where the Volume.Identifiers.DurableName value would not conform to the standards regular expression.
  – Root cause: The code to appropriately format the DurableName string was not implemented.
  – Fix: Added hyphens to the DurableName string for Volumes as needed to meet the spec requirement.
  – Risk: Low

2.2 Limitations
This section shows the limitations for this release.

2.2.1 Firmware Limitations
This section shows the firmware limitations for this release.

2.2.1.1 Limitations for Firmware Release 3.01.14.62
There are no known limitations for this release.

2.2.2 UEFI/Legacy BIOS Limitations
This section shows the UEFI/Legacy BIOS limitations for this release.

2.2.2.1 Limitations for UEFI Build 2.2.4/Legacy BIOS Build 2.2.2
There are no known limitations for this release.

2.2.3 Driver Limitations
This section shows the driver limitations for this release.

2.2.3.1 Windows Driver Limitations
This section shows the Windows driver limitations for this release.

2.2.3.1.1 Limitations for Windows Driver Build 1010.42.0.1020
This release includes the following limitations:
• The following are the limitations of Multi-Actuator:
  – Supports only
    • HBA drive
    • Direct-Attached
    • Windows/Linux/VMware
    • Intel/AMD
    • UEFI mode (for multi-LUN display)
  – No Storage Manager support
  – No boot support

2.2.3.2 Linux Driver Limitations
This section shows the Linux driver limitations for this release.

2.2.3.2.1 Limitations for Linux Driver Build 2.1.18.045
This release includes the following limitations:
• On AMD/RHEL 7.9 systems, the system might panic due to a bug in the IOMMU module. For details, see https://lore.kernel.org
  – Workaround: Disable the IOMMU setting option in BIOS.
• The following are the limitations of Multi-Actuator:
  – Supports only
    • HBA drive
    • Direct-Attached
    • Windows/Linux/VMware
    • Intel/AMD
    • UEFI mode (for multi-LUN display)
  – No Storage Manager support
  – No boot support
• On AMD/UEK6 systems, the system might hang during kdump if IOMMU is enabled.
  – Workaround: Disable IOMMU setting option in BIOS.
• RHEL driver injection (DUD) install where OS ISO is mounted as virtual media on BMC based servers (non-IL0). Installer will hang after driver injection. Reported on RHEL 8.5, 8.6 and 9.0.
  – Workaround: Load OS from USB device instead of virtual media. Load OS from virtual media but initiation ISO verification (media test) during install followed by ESC to cancel media test.
• This release includes the following limitation when doing a driver injection (DUD) install. On some distributions (RHEL7.9, RHEL8.2, RHEL8.3, SLES15SP2, SLES15SP3), the DUD install will hang if an attached drive (either HBA mode or Logical Volume) has Write Cache enabled.
  – Workaround: There are two workarounds for this issue:
    i. Make sure the Write Cache is disabled for any attached drive.
    ii. For RHEL7.9/8.2/8.3, add rd.driver.blacklist=smartpqi to the grub entry along with inst.dd.
• Depending on hardware configurations, the smartpqi expose_id_first parameter may not always work consistently.
  – Workaround: None.
• When multiple controllers are in a system, udev(systemd) can timeout during kdump/kexec resulting in an incomplete kdump operation. The usual indication of the timeout is the console log entry: "scsi_hostX: error handler thread failed to spawn, error = -4".
  – Workaround: Extend the udev(systemd) timeout during a kdump operation. The steps to increase the timeout for udev(systemd) are:
    i. vi /etc/sysconfig/kdump
    ii. add udev.event-timeout=300 to KDUMP_COMMANDLINE_APPEND
    iii. systemctl restart kdump
    iv. systemctl status kdump

2.2.3.3 VMware Driver Limitations
This section shows VMware driver limitations for this release.

2.2.3.3.1 Limitations for VMware Driver Build 4330.0.116
This release includes the following limitations:
• The following are the limitations of Multi-Actuator:
  – Supports only
    • HBA drive
    • Direct-Attached
    • Windows/Linux/VMware
    • Intel/AMD
    • UEFI mode (for multi-LUN display)
  – No Storage Manager support
  – No boot support

2.2.3.4 FreeBSD/Solaris Driver Limitations
This section shows FreeBSD/Solaris driver limitations for this release.
2.2.3.4.1 Limitations for FreeBSD Driver Build 4280.0.1007
This release includes the following limitations.
   • FreeBSD OS installation on a NVMe physical device is not supported in this release.

2.2.3.4.2 Limitations for Solaris Driver Build 11.4120.0.1005
There are no known limitations for this release.

2.2.4 Management Software Limitations
This section shows management software limitations for this release.

2.2.4.1 maxView Storage Manager/ARCCONF Limitations
This section shows the maxView Storage Manager/ARCCONF limitations for this release.

2.2.4.1.1 Limitations for maxView Storage Manager/ARCCONF Build 25335
This release includes the following limitations.
   • With maxView B25335 build, user will not be able to modify the direct attached cable settings.
     – Workaround: Use the ARCCONF CLI tool as an alternate option or use the previous version of maxView.

2.2.4.2 PLDM Limitations
This section shows the PLDM limitations for this release.

2.2.4.2.1 Limitations for PLDM Release 6.10.14.0
This release includes the following PLDM limitations:
   • Action Storage.ResetToDefault with a ResetType of 'ResetAll' is not supported when the controller has logical drives which are encrypted.
     – Workaround: None
   • RDE update on Drive.WriteCacheEnabled is unsupported for physical drives that are part of a logical drive.
     – Workaround: None
3. Updating the Controller Firmware
   This section describes how to update the controller firmware to the latest release.

3.1 Updating Controllers to Latest Firmware
   If running firmware is 3.01.00.006 or lower, please contact Adaptec Apps team at ask.adaptec.com.

3.1.1 Upgrading to 3.0X.XX.XXX Firmware
   1. For controllers running 3.01.02.042 or higher firmware, flash with 3.0X.XX.XXX version of firmware "SmartFWx200.bin" provided in this package using maxview or ARCCONF utility.
   2. Power cycle the server.
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